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Inner Chains is an FPS horror game set in a surreal, dark and deadly biomechanical world never seen before. One does not get to set the rules in the world of Inner Chains. Humans are just a small part
of a hostile universe. Want to survive? Discover its secrets. Inner Chains is an original take on the first-person shooter genre. Players will experience the terror within the greatest void and the darkest

depths of a distant planet: Inner Chains. They will be thrown into a world full of deadly monsters and dark mysteries. Only the fittest will survive. Inner Chains is a first-person shooter game. This means
players run, jump, slide, shoot and move using the keyboard. Inner Chains takes place in an environment based on the science fiction genre. It is controlled using first-person perspective, and presents

players with a variety of levels composed of intense dark and immersive locations. The player is given a first-person view of the world in which he or she operates. Players will be running, jumping,
sliding, shooting and moving by moving the WASD keys. The game is designed in early access, so it has not been optimized in the graphics department. However, the game is already playable and
exciting. The graphics are based on the planet in which the game takes place. Furthermore, the graphics, level design, and sound design have been elaborated and are intended to give a suitable

gaming experience to players. In addition to the standard controls, we have made the game exciting by giving players the possibility to change the sensitivity of the WASD keys. This is possible, since
the game allows the player to choose the resolution of the graphic environment. We have recorded a breathtaking soundtrack that builds the mood of each scene. The soundtrack includes multiple

variations of atmospheres that can make the atmosphere of the game more enjoyable. The whole project is conceived and developed on pre-alpha. It has not been fully optimized in all respects.
However, we hope that it will be a fun game for all players when the game is released. Kickstarter is not a store. Pledge £10 or more About £10 » EARLY BIRD SPECIAL: Access to the alpha version of the

game. Participate in the testing of the game. You will be able to provide feedback to the development team. You will be invited to the pre-alpha testing. Later you will be able to provide feedback

Bartigo Features Key:
Simple management interface and user-friendly interface.

Increase amusement and fun by trying different combinations.
People can enjoy the games in the play mode simultaneously.

Beginners and non-gamers can also get started easily.
It is various in store and bot modes. If you use a bot, you have to make your own shop system.

Player can use a different shop and sell different kinds of goods.
You can add additional configurations (characters, weapons, items) in an admin console.

Bartigo Game Screenshots
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